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Y DESIRE IS THAT EACH AND EVERY INDIVIDUAL MAY         
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO FEEL THE LOVE AND

EXPRESSION IN MY MUSIC SIMULTANEOUSLY

Renoir
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Ever since the famous Cuban trumpet master
Inaudi Paisan first gave him a taste for the
trumpet in 1982, it soon became the destiny of
Renoir Rodriguez to become one of the most
influential trumpet players of our time. His
contemporary approach to a classical
instrument is something that can only be
developed and mastered though years of
experience and dedication.

Renoir Rodriguez began his early studies at
the Esteban Salas Conservatory, and the
Vocational Art School Jose Maria Heredia. He
had garnered awards and recognition at the
Professional Music School and later went to
the Superior Institute of Art in Havana, Cuba
where he became part of the Symphonic
Youth Orchestra of Cuba.

While involved in his university studies, he
became part of notable orchestras such as:
“Las Hermana Nuviolas”, “P.G.” directed by “El
Tosco” Jose Luis Cortéz , and “Carlos Manuel y
su Clan”, the most popular orchestra in Cuba
during that time.

He has since traveled the world and went on
to receive his Bachelor Degree in Music,
majoring in Trumpet. Since his arrival in the
United States in 2002, Renoir has joined world
famous musicians on stage, including Oscar
D’Leon, Frankie Negron, Willy Chirino, etc.

The sounds of Renoir Rodriguez can best be
described as a riveting emotional experience
with soothing melodies inspired by love. His
diverse approach to his music combines the
sounds of classical Cuban jazz with a certain
appeal to a modern audience. The inspiration
for Renoir’s music is derived from a number of
classical jazz musicians, including Miles Davis,
Dizzy Gillespie, Wynton Marsalis, Chris Botti
and Arturo Sandoval, however his most
famous songs have been inspired by the love
for his daughter, Nicole.

Renoir’s talent is not just limited to music. The
multi-faceted performer is also known for
displaying his acting skills in the 2008 film,
“Celia: The Queen” where he is recognized for
giving a sincere and unforgettable
performance, both as an actor and a
musician. His actuation at the Lincoln Center
in New York and in others venues, has brought
his musical soul to a bigger and diversified
public: anyone lucky enough to be gifted by
the experience of his concert can tell you
there is no sound quite like the trumpet of
Renoir Rodriguez.

His upcoming goals as a musician include the
release of his third album, as well as gaining
more recognition among a global audience.
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Influenced by the greats with a talent to match, Renoir Rodriguez is a world-class trumpeter
taking the world by storm. His soulful yet classical sound resonates with fans of the genre
and newcomers alike. He doesn’t just make music when he plays, he tells a story.

Renoir’s incredible talent comes from years of practice and dedication to his instrument. The 
spark that started the flame of his passion for the trumpet started in 1982 when the Cuban 
trumpet master Inaudi Paisan gave him his first taste. Since then, Renoir has dedicated his life to 
mastering the cool brass of his trumpet, creating a sound like no other.

Renoir’s sound can only be described as passionate, riveting melodies inspired by love. He 
combines the smooth sounds of classic Cuban jazz into the 21st century by mixing in a modern 
twist.



V I D E O  G A L L E R Y

Timing" by Renoir Rodriguez

SUBSCRIBE

COMPREHENSION by Renoir

GRACEFUL BY RENOIR

Venezia Per Te by Renoir (live) HUMAN NATURE By Renoir

BILLIONAIRE (live) by Renoir

INNOCENCE OFFICIAL VIDEO BY RENOIR

https://youtu.be/KnUWGL4_krw?si=0DbqMGofqQXqQuYi
https://youtu.be/kPJ-4c3vJqY?si=WNd2iTxJ_GOuQ6b2
https://youtu.be/gD6tOphhqJk?si=vyPWbgQ4PcbcDK6E
https://youtu.be/uLh5F6RW6RQ?si=H7rjknxYCXd2lPMt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qgFc1Lq2mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uvy6-ew4L-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAmzvr_S7qo
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“NEW LIFE” is Renoir Rodriguez’s latest release. It is inspired by the love of life and inflicts a sense
of happiness and motivation during an uprecedented time in history. This marks Renoir’s second
release and is destined to be even more successful than its predecessor.

“New Life” is ready to be the soundtrack of 2021 as the year of success and happiness.



Renoir 

Renoir Rodriguez is now available for bookings for 2021.

To book RENOIR for your venue, event, festival, or 
concert, please get in touch via email.

RENOIR’S SMOOTH SOUND RESONATES WHETHER YOUR LISTENING TO
TRACKS FROM HIS NEWEST EP “NEW LIFE” OR HIS PREVIOUS HIT ALBUM
“INNONCENCE”. LISTEN, FAVORITE, AND COME BACK FOR MORE ON

ITUNES, AMAZON, AND YOUTUBE.

LISTEN

BOOKING

renoirtrumpet@gmail.com www.renoirtrumpet.com

One Of The
Most Influential
Trumpet Players

Of Our Time


